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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

There is at present a large number of methods existing in circuit 

and system theory literature that are very useful in synthesizing 

15 18 27 39 41 
linear circuits and systems. » -̂  » t ̂  i '̂-̂  Some of the more 

classical methods, which include those developed by such men as 

Foster, Brune, and Bode, allow one to systematically sjmthesize 

15 18 39 41 
linear electrical networks from prescribed specifications, * * • 

Therefore, it would be advantageous to investigate the areas of 

systems synthesis, applying these techniques to nonlinear systems. 

It is obvious that linear synthesis methods are not directly 

applicable to circuits or systems where coefficients are dependent 

upon one or more network variables or time. However, ro minimize 

this problem in synthesizing nonlinear circuits or systems, various 

2 37 

linearization techniques were developed, * Piecewise lineari

zation of the circuit or system parameters about a given solution 

or set of solutions gives rise to a particular type of nonlinear 

15 27 
synthesis, that of active synthesis. * There are several 

disadvantages with this approach to the nonlinear problem, one of 

which is the fact that the system or circuit may operate in a 

37 
region of the nonlinearity where linearization is not possible. 

Also, in many cases the nonlinear characteristic is desirable and 

g 
linearization elimates this desirable effect. 

It is the purpose of this dissertation to present methods in 

which linear sjmthesis techniques can be applied to the synthesis of 



nonlinear "stable" circuits or systems. The added requirement of 

stability to the synthesis problem allows realizable circuits or 

systems which have responses that conform to realistic engineering 

requirements. Since the synthesis techniques discussed in this 

dissertation depend on various circuit or control system stabilities, 

a brief presentation of several stability definitions will be given. 

V. M, Popov's method for determining the absolute stability of 

a circuit or control system is one of the more recent advances in 

the area of nonlinear stability analysis. The main condition of the 

Popov criterion is expressed in terms of the transfer function for 

the linear portion of the circuit or system along with the bound on 

30 
the nonlinearity. Thus using the Popov Theorem, an appropriate 

distance function, and conventional linear synthesis techniques, a 

method will be discussed whereby nonlinear absolutely stable systems 

or circuits may be synthesized. Several examples of both circuits 

and control systems which are synthesized to meet the conditions of 

absolute stability are presented to show the ease with which the 

method is implemented. Possible extensions of the method to other 

stability criteria and to circuits or systems with multiple non-

linearities are included, 

A discussion of synthesis techniques is not complete without a 

treatment of time-domain synthesis. Methods based on finite-time 

stability requirements and parameter adaption techniques are used to 

alter an initial circuit or system equation such that its solution 

set is the solution set of the desired nonlinear circuit or system. 



After the linear portion of the circuit or system is developed, the 

nonlinear portion is determined by developing an equation whose solu

tion yields the information required to calculate the functional form 

of the nonlinearity. 

The advantages of synthesis techniques presented in the following 

chapters will be discussed, along with possible methods of extending 

the techniques to a larger class of circuits or systems. Future 

areas of related study will be outlined and possible approaches to 

new and better methods of nonlinear system synthesis will be dis

cussed. 



CHAPTER II 

STABILITY 

Stability is a rather nebulous concept when applied to nonlinear 

systems. In linear systems stability is dependent onl̂ ' upon the 

system parameters for bounded input signals and bounded initial 

conditions. In nonlinear systems the stability of the system is not 

only a property of the system parameters, but is also dependent on 

the bounded initial conditions of the system, the bounded input 

signals to the system, or a combination of the bounds. It is for 

this reason that various types of stability have been defined for 

nonlinear systems. Most types of stability may be classified as 

point, trajectory, or perturbation types of stability. 

It is more difficult to describe the stability of a nonlinear 

system than that of a linear system. This is due partially to the 

fact that there is stability dependence on the input and initial 

conditions of the system and partially due to the interrelation 

between different types of stability. A system may meet the condi

tions necessary to satisfy one type of stability requirement and not 

another. Usually this difficulty does not effect nonlinear system 

analysis, but it may create a large number of difficulties in the 

synthesis of "stable" nonlinear systems. It is therefore advan

tageous to consider several of the more important ty^es of stability, 

and how they are interpreted in the solution vector space. 



Consider a particular solution VTET of the system solution, V(t), 

defined by the equa"̂ ion 

vTtT = f" ( V m , t), 2.1 
a 

where vTtT is the solution vector, vTtT is the time derivative of 

solution vector, and "f (V(t), t) is a nonlinear vector functional 

describing VCt), If the system is perturbed from the particular 
solution VCt), then the relative "closeness" between the perturbed 

P 

solution and the particular solution is an indication of the stability 

of the particular solution V (t). This "closeness*' is defined as the 
P 

difference between VCt) and V (t), i.e., 
P 

xTtT = vTTT - vT tT . 2,2 
p 

where XCt) is the perturbation from the particular solution VCt), 

By combining xTtT as defined in Equation 2.2 with the functional form 

for VCt) defined in Equation 2.1, a vector state equation for the 

perturbation is found: 

xTtT = f (xTtT + TT tT , t ) - " ( vT tT , t ) , 2.3 

where xTFT is defined as the time derivative of the perturbation XCt). 

Equation 2.:̂  can be rewritten as 

xctr = f^ (xTtT. t ) , 2.4 

where 

T (TTtT. t ) = T (!(TtT + vT tT , t ) - F (vT tT , t ) . 
1 P P 2.5 

It is worth noting in Equation 2.4 that 

T^ (o, t) = o. 2.6 

It is now possible to define several types of stability which will 

be essential in describing the synthesized systems in later chapters. 



The definitions will be bas&u on cne difference solution XCt) des

cribed by Equation 2.4, First consider the stability of a particu

lar solution to the system described by Equation 2.1, with initial 

conditions V Ct ), 
P o 

^o 

The solution V (t) is termed stable if, piven any e > 0, there exists 

a 6 > 0, such that, if the initial difference is bounded, 

II W t J II < 6, 2.8 

then 

^^TtT I I < e 2.9 

for all "t" greater than or equal to "t ". Also if V (t) is not 
o p 

stable, it is termed unstable. An example of a stable solution 

trajectory (1) and an unstable solution trojectory (2) for a two 

dimensional state space is shown in Figure 2-1. For most synthesis 

purposes the entire solution set is more important than an isolated 

solution to the system equation. It is for this reason that we ex

tend the definition of stability to encompass the entire set of sv-

stem solutions. A system is said to be stable (Lagrange) if given 

any initial condition V^ , there exists a bounded variable K(V ) 

such that 

f o 

il TTFT II < K[v Ct )] 2.10 

P P o 

for all "t" greater than or equal to "t ". If the system does not 

meet the above conditions, it is texnned unstable. 

It is important to notice that bounded oscillations are accn-

table under the conditions of the preceeding two stability defInit^'ons. 



Therefore, systems synthesized so as to meet these conditions mav 

have unwanted nondecaying oscillations in their outputs. It is 

evident that a more restrictive type of stability should be consider

ed. If the conditions for stability are satisfied, and in addition 

the following constraint is satisfied. 

lim I I XCt) 1 1 = 0 , 2.11 

then the solution V Ct) is termed asymptotically stable. An example 

of an asymptotically stable solution trajectory for a two dimensional 

state space is shown in Figure 2-2. If all the solutions of Equation 

2.1 are asymptotically stable, the system is termed globally asymp

totically stable. Another important type of system stability is the 

idea of absolute stability. Actually, it is a special case of glo

bal asymptotic stability where the nonlinearity (̂ (o) is such that 

0 < li£l < k , 2.12 

where "k" is either a finite positive number or infinity. VJith this 

description for the nonlinearity. Equation 2,1 takes the form: 
• __ 

vTtT = A • vTtT + B 6Ct) 2,13 

where 

6Ct) = (f)ra(t)] 2.14 

and 

a(t) = c" • vTTT . 2.15 

If the system of Equations 2.13 through 2.15 is globally asymptoti

cally stable, then the system is said to be absolutely stable. 

It is also important in the svnthesis of systems to consider 
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the conditions for which the solution set of a system is bounded 

over a particular time interval. Consider any tra-iectory V* CT:t,V), 

in which 

||V|| < <. , 2,16 

t C T , P.17 

and which has the property that 

I I V* fT;t,V) II < B 2.18 

42 
for all re Ct , t + t). The variable V̂"- CT;t,V) in Equation 

2.18 is a trajectory of Equation 2,1 evaluated in the time interval 

"T " and assumes the value "V" at time "t". Also I I'll is a function-

42 

al which need not represent a true norm. Under these boundary con

ditions a system as described bv Equation 2.1 is uniformly staMe 

with respect to Ca, B, T. lj»I!),a<B, (uniform finite-tim.e svstem 

stability). An example of a particular solution of a solution set 

which is finite-time stable is shown in Figure 2-3. 

Stability and asymntotic stability definitions are based on 

individual solutions of the system equation. These types of stabil

ity are important in synthesis applications only when the required 

solution set of the system is much smaller than the entire solution 

set of the system. This will be discussed in more detail in connec

tion with the time-domain synthesis techniques described in Chapter 

IV. Lagrange stability, global asymptotic stability, absolute sta

bility, and finite stability are all types of system stability. 

Since all initial conditions are considered when using these stability 

definitions, the synthesized systerns are not as limited as are the 



systems found using the single solution stability definitions. It is 

now possible to discuss various stability theorems and methods by which 

a system can be synthesized to meet given stability requirements. 
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Figure 2-1: Stable and Unstable Solution Trajectories, 

Figure 2-2: Asymptotically Stable Solution Trajectory. 
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CHAPTER III 

SYNTHESIS OF ABSOLUTELY STABLE NONLINEAR CIRCniTS N̂̂ ^ qvqrrMc; 

The creation of a stability concept such as "absolute stability" 

fulfills a definite need in engineerir^- applications. The stability 

of the system must be determined even if the exact form of the non-

linearity i? not known. The concept of absolute stability and a 

method for determining the absolute stability of the systê ^ were 

first formulated in 1944 by A. I. Lur'e and V. N. Postnikov. Lur'e's 

method considers a Liapunov function which is in the form of a quad

ratic plus an integral function of the nonlinear portion of the sy

stem. During the period from 1944 to 1959, the approach considered 

by Lur'e was extended and modified; but most approaches were still 

based on an algebraic equation or set of algebraic equations obtain-

ed from the differential equation description of the given system. ' ' 

In 1959, V. M. Popov, a Rumanian scientist, developed a completely di-F-

ferent approach to the determination of the absolute stability of a 

30 31 
given system. ' The approach differed from previous methods in 

that the criterion for absolute stability was based on the frequency 

response of the linear portion of the system and not on a set of alge

braic equations. The Popov method was therefore directly applicable 

to graphical techniques similar to those used in linear stability 

analysis. 

In this chapter the Popov method for stability analysis will be 

extended in such a manner that absolutely stable nonlinear systems 

may be synthesized. In order to accomplish this, it will be necessary 

12 
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to include a short presentation of the Popov method as it aDrears ̂ 'n 

the literature. Also a discussion of new areas of related research 

will be presented. In particular the techniques developed in this 

chapter may be applied with slight modifications to the synthesis of 

absolutely stable systems with irultiple nonlinearities or to the syn

thesis of systems based on stability criterion similar to Popov's 

stability criterion. 

Systems which can be described by a set of differential enua-

tions containing one nonlinearity v7hose argument is a linear combi

nation f̂ the state vectors will be examined. This set of equations 

is termed the first canonic form of TiUr'e and can be vrritten in the 

matrix form as 

x] = rA]x] + b]6 3.1 a) 

v/here 

6 = p(a) 3.1 b) 

and 

a = £ x] . 3.1c) 

In these equations the matrices [A], b], andjCjare composed of real, 

constant parameters. The nonlinearTty P(a) is a single valued, 

piecewise continuous, real function v/hich is defined for all real 

values of the argument. Also, the nonlinearity miip-*- he zero for a 

zero value of the argument; that is, PCO) = 0. In addition, the non-

linearity'' must satisfy the inequality 

0<4!^Sk, 3.2 
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where k can be either a finite positive number or irfinitv. P graph 

of a function v/hich meets the inequality friven in Equation 3.2 in the 

S versus a plane is shown in '̂io-ure 3-1. The usual requ *re'-̂ ê ts ^or 

existance and uniqueness of the solutions of the control systen de

fined by Equation 3.1 will be assumed. The system described bv 

Equation 3.1 is shown in the block diagram in Figure 3-2. The form 

for this system follows directlv from the normal form of Equation 3.1. 

It is also possible to describe the system in a simplified block dia

gram form as indicated in Figure 3-3 by using transform techniques on 

Equation 3.1 and assuming zero initial conditions for the states of the 

system. If the set of Equations 3.1 are transformed into the s-plane 

by Laplace transform techniques, it is seen that 

s x(s)] = [A] x^s)] + h]6 3.3 a) 

6 = 6Ca), 3.3 b) 

and 

a = c, xCs)] . 3.3 c) 

The state vector xCsjJ in Fnuation 3.3 -̂i'' be separated in t>̂ e follow

ing manner. First, fA] x(s)] is subtracted from both sides of Fnua-

t-̂'on 3.3 a) yieldinrr 

{s[I] - [A]} xCs)] = b] 6, 3.4 

where [I] is the identity matrix. Premultiplying both sides of Equa

tion 3.4 bv {r. "Tl - fA]} " ^ 0 results in the equation 

{s[I] - [A]}'̂  ̂ , . bl6 
, .T cof/ŝ ĉ n o c 

^̂ ^̂ ^ = Isfll - tAl| . ^'^' 
The symbol "T" indicates the transpose o-̂  the matrix, "cof/p'f^n" 
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indicates that each element in the matrix is replaced by its cofactor 

with the approprirTte sir^n, and ['j indicates the detorrina'^f of th^ 

matrix. 

Thus a can be written as 

^{s[I] - mf ^, . b]^ 
-r / \ — cof/s'gn „ ^ » 
a = . 3 x ( s ) = IsCi] - fA]| 3-f''> 

with 

6 = P(a) ^ 0. 3.6 ^) 

Further, the system can be described in terms o^ the linear portion 

T(s) = -a/^ and the nonlinear portion PCa) as 

c {s[I] - \.f-\f ^, . bl 
'vtr>\ - «/^ - cor/sign - „ . 

TCs) - - a/6 r u c i ] • rTTI ^'^ ^^ 

^ ^ ?X<3) , 3.7 h) 

Once the linear portion of the system TCs) is determined, two 

cases for the total system must be considered. These two cases are 

determined by the location of the poles of the linear portion of the 

system. The principal case corresponds to a linear portion which 

has poles only in the left-half plane and rhe particular case corres

ponds to a linear portion which has poles only on the imaginary axis. 

Thus the particular case restricts the sector for the allowable non-

linearity to Cc,k) instead of (0,k) which corresponds to the princi

pal case. 

Using this type of system, V. M. Popov developed a stability 

criterion which is based primarily on the frequency response of the 

linear portion of the system. The Popov criterion may be stated in 

file:///.f-/f
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the following manner: 

Theorem 3.1A; The sufficiency condition for the system descr̂ 'bed 

by Equation 3.1, Cincluding specified requiremrnts previously mention

ed) to be absolutely stable in the sector r^,k] for the principal case 

i-:; that t^ere exists a finite real number c such that for all w ̂  0 

the followincT inequality is satisfied; 

Re CCl + iqoj) TCiio)] + ̂  > 0 . 3.8 

Theorem 3.IP: The sufficiency condition for the system describ

ed by Equation 3.1, Concluding specified requirenen-'-s previously men

tioned) to be absolutely stable in the soctor [E,V] Cvrhere e is an 

arbitrarily small number greater than zero) for the particular case 

is that Equation 3.8 be satisfied, and also that the conditions -̂o--̂  

stability-•in-th'^-limit be satisfied. 

The requirement that stabilHv-in-the-l-'nit places on the sŷ te''̂  

of Equation 3.1 is essentially the sp/̂ e as the r^nuire^ent that al •• 

the j-axis poles o-f= T(s) must move to the left of the j-axis for lin

ear closed loop operation. Linear closed loop operation implies ir 

this instance that 6(cf) is replaced by ta where E is a small poŝ 'tive. 

i-.i.rn>>er. "̂ he necessary and sufficient conditions for sta^iT itv-in-th^-

limit aG specified by the previous theororr i-:; stated in Theorem 3.2.-

Theorem 3.2: For a particular case o^ TheorpT-i 3.1^ t-o he sta

ble-in-the-limit, it is necessary and sufficient that each root on 

the imaĝ 'nary axis, -̂w , Cw is a r̂ -al number) of its ô aracter.-̂ st *c 

5'vA detailed discuss *on and proof of "̂ ĥ orem 3.2 rav ^e found *n 
the text. Absolute stability of ^egular Systems ^v A-Tver'-an an^ 
Gantmac^.o-T-^" 
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equation have a multiplicity y not greater than tvro, and that the 

follovring conditions be satisfied: r 

a) for WQ = 0, Y^ = 1: 

lim Im TCjw) = - «> 3.9 
ar> +0 

b) for w-̂  ̂  0, Y-. = 1: v/hen oj traverses the point tij_ goin̂ ^ from 

values of <iJ<w_ to values of w>a) , the frequency response TCJCJ) goes 

to a point at infinity in such a way that points on the negative real 

axis with abscissas of arbitrarily large magnitude Cthat is, vzhich 

are "close to -«>") remain to the left of this point; 

c) for WQ = 0, YQ = 2̂ : 

l im Re TCjw) = -«>, and Im TCJ63)<0 fo r e>(o>0 where e i s a smal l 

positive constant 

lim Re TCjw) = lim Re TCjw) = -« 3.10 
(ij-> w ^ - 0 i&^u) +0 

and 

Im TCjo))) 0 ' r 
/< 0 for w < w < 0) + n \ 

Cwhere n is a small positive constant). 

Although stability-in-the-limit must be satisfied for j-axis 

poles, the essential requirement in Popov's Theorem is stated in 

Equation 3.8. This requirement can be revxr^tten as 

ReCCl + jaw) CRe TCnw) + jIm TCjw) + ̂  ] > 0, 3.12 

or 

Re[{Re TCjw) + ̂  - qw Im TCjw)} 

+j {qw Re TCjw) + Im T(ja))}] > 0 3.13 
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Thus, 

{Re TCioj) - qw Im TCiw) + h >0. 3.14 
K 

Let a modified transfer function '^ Cs) he defined hv the equâ -ions 
m 

Pe T^CjeO = ̂ .e T(-̂ w) q.l̂ , 3) 

Im T^(iw) = wTm TCiw) . 3.15 h) 

Then Equation 3.14 can be writter in the form; 

^e T Cio)) - 0 In T Ciw) + - > 0: 3. IP 
m m k 

If T Cj ) = X + iY, then Equation 3.If b 
m ecomes 

y - qY + v> 0 3.17 
k 

The equa"*"ion, 

X - oY + - = 0 3.18 

is the equation of a straight line in the X-Y plane with slope l/o 

and X intercept of -1/k. This straight line is termed the Popov 

line. It is noted that the Popov line divides the v-v plane into 

two parts. For the inequality in Fnuftion 3.17 to be satisfied, the 

modified frequency response T Cjco) must lie entirely in the half of 

the X-Y plane which is located to the right of the Popov line. There

fore, Theorem 3.1 can be rewritten as: 

Theorem 3.3: In order that the system described by Theoren 3.1 

be absolutely stable in the sector CO,k) for t^e principal case, or 

in the sector CG,k) for the particular cases, it is sufficient that 

there exist in the T Ca))-plane a straight line, passing t>̂ rough the 

point on the real axis with abscissa -1/k, such the modi'f'ied fre

quency response T Cw) lies strictly to the right of '•*-. and addition-
m 
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ally, that for the particular cases the conditions for stabilitv-ip-

the-limit be satisfied. 

Another form of the Popov criterion that will be used to syn

thesize stable nonlinear circuits is based on the transfer function 

T̂ '̂Cs) which is defined in Equation 3,19: 

T-'-Cs) = qCs + 1/q) TCs) + i . 3.19 
k 

If TCS) can be written in the form of a rational fraction of s, 

2 r. 
a + a s + a.s + . . . . a s" 

T(s) = 0(s)/P(s) =-2 i 2__̂  n _ 3 20 
b + b,s + b-s + . . . . h s 
o 1 2 m 

then Equation 3.19 takes the form 

T'Ms) = { qkCs + 1/n) OCs) + pCs)} / k PCs). 3.21 

Using the expression for T-Cs) in Fnuation 3.21, Popov's Theorem can 

be rf^written as: 

Theorem 3.4: If the function T(s) has an index y, vrhere y is 

the number of characteristic roots Ctheir multiplicity must be in

cluded) on the imaginary axis of the system as described in Theorem 

3.1, and if, for some finite real values of k and q, the function 

T"Cs) = CCl + qs) TCS) t 1/k] is a strictly positive function of the 

complex valued argument s, then the system as described in Theorem 

3.1 is absolutely stable in the sector CO,k) for the principal case 

and in the sector Cs,k) Cwith z arbitrarily small) for the particular 

cases. 

Theorem 3.3 is considered as the graphical form of Popov's Theo

rem. It is not difficult to show that this theorem can be applied 

to the synthesis of nonlinear systems or circuits. 
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Fuppose that the plot of T̂ C-'w) in '"heorem 3.3 lies to the left 

of the Popov line, and it is impossible to vary q in such a manner as 

to insure the absolute stability of the nonlinear system to be syn

thesized. For these conditions, it is then necessary to alter either 

T Cjw) or to alter the bound k on the nonlinearity to insure absolute 
m 

stability. For the purpose of discussion in this chapter, it will be 

assumed that either the nonlinearity is inherent in the ŝ ^̂ stem to be 

synthesized; or that the form of the nonlinearity was chosen so as to 

optimize certain system characteristics. In either case t^e value of 

k is knovm, and the synthesis procedure reduces to adapting the lin

ear portion T Cio)) to insure the absolute stability of t^e total sy-

^ m • 

sten. 

The first step in the synthesis procedu-̂ e is to determine the 

order of the polynomials PCs) and oCs) in the transfer function of 

the linear part of the system Csee Fquation 3.20). The order of 

PCs) and OCs) is usually determined by certain system performance 

characteristics, but in some instances it may be chosen arbitrarily. 

Then the coefficients a^,a^,a^, a^ of PCs) and bQ,h^,h^,, ... 

of QCS) are given initial values, some of which may be arbitrary. 

Once the initial form of TCs) is developed, the Popov plot is 

then calculated; and if the curve lies completely to the right of 

this line, then the system is absolutely stable.- If this POPOV 

b 
m 

-'lAlso in the particular case, stahility-in-the-li.mit must he 
satisfied. In the remainder of the chapter when the ^opov sta>nit^ 
condition is mentioned, the conditions for the particular case will 
be implied but not stated. 
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condition is not satisfied by the init.ial values of the a's and b's, 

as is usually the case, then it is possible to write the following 

equation as an expression of the perpendicular distance for the XCw) 

versus YCto) plot to the Popov line: 

d = Cl + q ) ' [qYCoO - XCw) - 1/k], 3.22 

where the distance, d, is measured positive to the left of the Popov 

line. Since d is a function not only of the angular frequercv w, 

but also of the parameters of the linear portion of the system, it 

is possible to alter d by changing the parameters of interest. The 

change in the Popov distarce d is determined by the use of Equation 

3.23: 

Ad = Cl + c?)''^^'^ [qAY - AX] . 3.23 

The Popov variables Y and X are defined in Equations 3.24 and 3.25, 

AY = YCa', PQ + Ap) - Y(o',^^) 3.24 

AX = XCa;, F^ Ap) - XCo',^^), 3.25 

where p. is the initial value of the parameter, and AP is the change 

in the parameter. It is worth noting that Ad must be negative in 

order to insure absolute stability''; therefore, the sign of Ap is 

eas ily determined. 

Now consider the point at w^ich d is a maximum, d , 

d = Cl + q^)""'^^ TcYCw ,P ) - y.W ,̂  ) - ̂  ] . 3.26 
C C O C O K 

Substituting the results of Equation 3.26 into Equation 3.23, it is 

seen that 

Ad = Cl + q^)~^^^ fqAYCw ,Ap) -AX((^^^, AP)]. 3.27 
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If several parameters are involved, Ad can be evaluated for each para

meter variation. Then a choice or choices of parameters may be made 

to develop an absolutely stable s-̂ 'stem. 

Once the linear portion of the svstem has been determined, the 

synthesis approach proceeds in one of two directions dependincr on 

whether a system or electrical netv7orV is being considered. In the 

system case, either the sub-systems are devices with known transfer 

functions and are completely determined by the parameter evaluation 

method described earlier; or the forms of the individual sub-systems 

are not known and their forms may be determined by state variable 

techniques. Examples will be presented later in the chapter v/hich 

illustrate both system approaches. It is possible in certâ 'n in

stances to complete the synthesis procedure for the ĉ 'rcuit case hy 

applying t^e converse of Theorem 3.3. If tho Popov Theorem is sat

isfied by usino- the techniques discussed earlier, then t^e -̂ imction 

T"CS) can be shown to ^e positive real. Plso if T-Cs) meets the in

equality in Equation 3.28 

XCw) > 0 3.28 

then T(s) is positive real, and it can be realized as a driving-point 

impedance. If T-'*Cs) does not meet the requirement O"̂  ̂ nuation 3.28, 

then TCr) is not positive real. This indicates that i-f:s real part 

is negative for some values of a) . TCs) can then be realized as a 

positive real -Function in series vrith a negative impedance device o-̂  

, . 15, 18, 27, 39, 41 ^ 
by various transfer synthesis techniques. In the 

follov;ing section the svnthesis method is presented in an orderly 
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form, and several examples are given to illustrate the methods. 

Procedure with Examples 

The actual implementation of the procedure discussed previously 

is not as difficult as it might seem. The method is outlined as fol

lows: 

1) The value of the nonlinear bound, k, is determined by the 

physical considerations of the problem. 

2) The form for TCs) = QCS)/PCS) is determined either by phy

sical considerations, by arbitrary choice, or a combination of both. 

3) Initial values are given to the arbitrary coeffiecients that 

are not restricted by t̂ ê required devices in the synthesis problem. 

4) The Popov variables X and Y are calculated for C < w < « and 

are plotted. 

5) The Popov line CX-nY + 1/k = 0) is then superimposed on the 

plot. A value of o, if possible, is chosen in a manner to show the 

absolute stability of the circuit or system. If it is not possible 

to select a q to insure the absolute stability of the svstem or cir

cuit, then some appropriate value of q is chosen. 

6) The values and signs for all the Ap's are calculated from 

Ad determined in the previous step. 

7) The new parameters are then determined from the Ap's. 

8) Using these new parameters a new X-Y plot is obtained, and 

the absolute stability of the system may be checked. 

9) If an electrical network is being corsidered, the linear 

portion is completed by using the techniques discussed earlier. If 



a system is being considered, the variable portion of the linear part in-iy 

be developed using state variable techriques. 

It is possible that for higher order circuits and systems there are 

a lai'ge number of parameters vnich will affect the X-Y plot in various 

ways, it would, therefore, be necessary to check all of L'̂e p's to deter

mine which parameter variatio^i would b(' moi'e suitable for the circuit or 

system under consideration. To better illustrate the methods, the follow

ing examp.les are presented. 

Example 1; 

Consider the system shown in Figure 3-4. It represents a roll rate 

loop of an aircraft control system. Combining the linear portion and 

changing from positive to negative feedback yields the rystem shown in 

Figure 3-5. The nonlinearity fCa) is a saturating amplifier with a gain 

of 1.65 over the linear region of operation. The form of autopilor com

puter is chosen to be of first order in the denominator and of second order 

^ 10 

in the numerator. It is required that one of the zeros of the autopilot 

computer must cancel the pole of the aircraft which is very close to the 

j-axis. Other than this requirement, the form of the autopilot computer is 

rather arbitrary and may be changed if absolute stability cannot be shown 

for the form chosen. Therefore, TCs) can be written as 

TCs) = -K K K. K^ Cs + K )/CCs + K^ )(s + K )], 3,29 

^1 ^1 1 ^2 2 ^4 
where all the K's can be varied but K . The values for all the K's are 

'̂ l 
shown in Figure 3-4, where K and K are fixed by the aircraft, K , K , 

^1 ^2 1 2 
and Kp are initially given typical values for servos and rate gyros; and 

the autopilot computer parameters K , K , and K are given initial values 
^1 ^2 *̂ 4 

within the tolerance of the device. 
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Using the techniques outlined previously, the equations for X and 

Y of POPOV'S criteria vrill be 

-K^ K K, K_CK K K + W^ [K + K - K ]) 
c^ Sĵ  A^^ C2 s^ ĉ ^ s c^ cp 

XCoj) = — ,3.30 
Ca) + K )Ca3 + K '') 

and ^2 '̂4 

-K K K, K^ ^ rCK K -0)̂ ) - K CK + K )] 
vr ^ ^1 ^1 ̂  ^ "2 % ^2 "2 "^ 3.31 
YCoj) = ^ X -Q . 

Co) + K ^)Cw + K ^) 
^2 % 

The X-Y plot for the system given in Figure 3-5 is shov/n in Figure 

3-6. As can be seen from Figure 3-6, a portion of the Popov plot 

lies to the left of the -1/k point, so the Popov line cannot be 

dravm. Thus, nothing can be said about the absolute stability o-P 

the system. If the portion of the Popov plot in question can ^e mov

ed to the right of the Popov line, then t^e system to be synthesized 

will be absolutely stable. 

Fcr the initial values of parameters. Ad is enual to -.182. 
c 

Using this value for Ad , the AP'S are calculated using Fquation 3.23 
and are shown in Table 3-1. For the purposes of this example and 

since K is a parameter in the autopilot computer which may be eas-
•̂ 4 

ily varied in practice, K is chosen as the parameter to be varied. 
Ci| 

Increasinf^ K by an amount of 8 yields a new K of 33. The Popov 
' ^4 ^ ^4 

plot shown in Figure 3-7 results from this change, and the resulting 

system can now be said to be asymptotically stable. 

The autopilot computer transfer function can be placed in state 

variable form. The transfer function is; 

u -t- KgU = K^ V + Cl t KyK.̂ ) V + Kĵ v, 3.32 
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where v and u are the input and the output voltages respectively. 

Rewriting Equation 3.32, it is seen that 

u = K^ V + Cl + K^K^) V + K^ V - KgU. 3.33 

Equation 3.33 depicts the linear portion of the system which can be 

synthesized using operational amplifiers, and the absolutely stable 

roll rate stabilization loop is shown in Figure 3-8. 

Example 1 indicates the system synthesis procedure using the 

so-called state variable techniques. The second system approach 

assumes that the forms for the sub-systems are fixed and therefore 

limits the designer in obtaining the absolutely stable system. An 

example illustrating this approach is presented next. 

Example 2: 

The simplified version of an attitude control system illustrates 

the second possibility for the synthesis procedure. The single-axis 

attitude control system under consideration is shovm in Figure 3-9. 

The gravity gradient torque element has a sine-type nonlinearitv; 

therefore, the system does not meet the requirements of Popov's "̂ heo-

rem. The inability to use Popov's Theorem arises from the fact that 

sin C2cy) does not meet the inequrlitv 

ko > sinC' o) > 0 . 3.34 

If the nonlinearity Crin 2a) is changed to Ck o+ sin 7^) where k 

is greater than 4/C3IT), then the inequality in Equation 3.34 is sat

isfied, and Popov's Theorem applies. The nevr nonlinearity 

3C a) = k a + sin(2o) 3.35 a) 
P 

k > 4/(37r) 3.35 b) 
P 
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is bounded above by a k greater than (6ir + 4)/3TT. By adding the posi

tive feedback k to the system, the stability of the linear portion 

of the system is endangered. Linear system stability can be insured 

though, by insisting that b in the compensation p?rt of the system 

be greater than k . The altered system is shown in Figure 3-10. 
IT 

The transfer function for the linear part of the system is given 

in Equation 3.36, 

"T^S) = -2 . 3.36 
s + as + b 

The corresponding Popov variables are 

vf^) = ^"^ - ^^ 3.37 
r 2 ,-,2 2 2 
[w - bj + 0) a 

and 

2 
Y ( M ) = 5iL2 . 3.38 

r 2 -̂,2 2 2 * 
[oj - bJ + (0 a 

Choosing initial values for k , b, and a of 4/9, 1, and 1, respec-
P ; 

tively yields a k equal to 7/3 and the Popov'plot shown in Figure 

3-11. The Popov plot lies to the left of the -1/k point, and there

fore the system cannot be shown absolutely stable. 

At to = 0, the distance function is a maximum, and Ad^ must be 

more negative than .59. Using Ad^ as -.80 the Ap's can be calculat

ed. At w = 0, the only parameter which affects Ad^ is b; thus Ab 

is 

Ab = -Ad b ^ /(I + b Ad ) = 4, 3.39 
C O o c 

and the new value of b is 5. From an observation of the plot corres-
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rem ponding to this value of b (Figure 3-12), it is seen that total syst( 

is absolutely stable. The b in the compensation portion of the system, 

b , thus becomes 
c 

^o = ^ + r̂> = ^^/^' 3.40 
t. p 

and the completely synthesized, absolutely stable attitude control sy

stem is shown in Figure 3-13. The original and altered parameters are 

given in Table 3-2. 

The previous two examples have dealt with system synthesis proce

dures, but the third example departs from the system approach. The 

third example involves synthesizing an absolutely stable digital 

phase-lcck loop using circuit synthesis techniques similar to those 

15 

in Guillemin. 

Example 3; 

Consider the simplified block diagrams of the hybrid circuit of 

Figures 3-14 and 3-15. These block diagrams are a representation of 

a digital phase-locked loop. The nonlinear characteristic of the 

voltage controlled oscillator is inherent in the circuit: and there

fore, k cannot be easily altered. There are several elements which 

mav be varied though, such as the gain of the digital phase detector 

K , the digital counter N, and the form and parameters o^ the low-

pass filter. Combining the linear portions of the circuit yields 

the circuit shown in Figure 3-16. The form of the low-pass filter 

is chosen so as to yield maximum attenuation above one-half of the 
carrier frequency w , and to eliminate o) completely from the out-

^ - o o • 

put of the filter. The gain-frequency characteristics for the pro-
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posed filter with a carrier frequency of 10 kHz. is shown in Figure 

3-17. A transfer function which yields these low-pass cha^-acteristics 

is given in Equation 3.14, 

K^ (s + K2)(s^ + K ) 

Z,2^^^ - 9 • 3-̂ 1 
(s + K. )(s + K S + K) 

^ 5 6 
The lineal transfer function of the system is 

K K.(s + K_)(s^ + K J 
T(s) = -^-i ^ L _ . 3.42 

(s + K. )(s + K_S + K.) 

4 5 6 

The initial values for K,, and K_ are chosen to give maximum attenua-
4 6 

tion above w /2, which is the desired bandwidth of the low-pass fil-
2 

ter. K_ is chosen to keep the overshoot from the (s + K.s + K_) 
D D O 

2 
term as small as possible, and K_ is initially set at w to remove 

o o 

the carrier frequency w from the input of the voltage controlled 

oscillator (VCO). The parameter K- is somewhat arbitrary. However, 

by making it as large as possible, the gain frequency curve (Figure 

3-17) does not lose its high attenuation property until the frequency 

corresponding to K is reached. The value for K in part determines 

whether or not the filter will be active or passive, but is not crit

ical in the synthesis procedure and can be chosen somewhat arbitrar

ily. K. is a function of the phase detector defined by the equation 

K̂  = F /27r, 3.43 
* P 

where E is the maximum phase detector output voltage. N is the fre-
P 

quency reduction capability of the digital counter and mixer, and 

K is determined by the maximum slope on the VCO curve CFigure 3-18) 
V 

and the reference frequency oj by 
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K = Cmax. slope on VCO) 27r/w . 3.44 
^ o 

All the initial values for the circuit are given in Table 3-3. 

With these values for the parameters of the linear circuit, the 

equations for the X and Y variables of the Popov's criterion are 

-K K 
XCo)) r. {-A± CK^CK^Kg.dC^+K^Jo)^) + K2({K^K5+Kg}- tô )] 

U'^-K^)} / {CK^Kg-(K^+Kg)a)^] + ̂ ^[(K^Kg'fKg) - m'^f) 

3.45 

and 

K,K 

Y(a)) = {-I *̂  '̂ 'o(-u"r<̂ u+̂ 'r-'̂ >̂ + a3̂ (':', K_+K^} • J)1 
.i '+ o 4 b 4 D 6 

((ô -K̂ )} / {CK^K^(K^+K^)w^]^ + w^r(K^Kg+Kg) - Jn^} . 

3.46 

The Popov plot for the circuit is shovm in Figure 3-19. From this 

figure it is seen that a portion of the Popov plot lies to the left 

of the Popov line, and the critical frequency for this plot occurs 

2 8 —2 
at to = 9.68 X 10 . At to - to the value of Ad is -2.89 X 10 

c c 

which yields the values for the Ap's recorded in Table 3-3. The new 

values for K., N, and K. reduce the forward path gain considerably. 
<p 1 

It is noted that this in turn reduces the systen response t'me. Par

ameters K„ through K. should remain invarient if possible to retain 

3 b 

the desired filter characteristics. Therefore, it is decided that 

K^ is the best parameter to vary. Using the new value for 
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K^ = 2.57 X 10 found in Table 3-3, a new Popov plot is determined as 

shown in Figure 3-20. 

One condition of the Popov Theorem is satisfied as can be seen 

by Figure 3-20, but the other condition, stability-in-the-limit, is 

questionable due to the pole at the origin. The necessary require

ment for stability-in-the-limit for the case of a pole at the origin 

is given in Equation 3.9, The limit as oi approaches zero from the 

plus side of Y(io)/(o in Equation 3.46 yields 

limit Y(ta)/to = -« ; 3 47 

therefore, the Popov Theorem is satisfied, and the circuit is abso

lutely stable. 

The next step in the synthesis procedure is to develop the ac

tual filter. The transfer impedance Z in Equation 3.41 can be 

written as the product of Z^^ and Z ^ is Z is not loaded 

by Z . The impedances Z and Z^^ ^^^ given in equation 

form as 

... K/^^ CS + K ) 

^12 = (S t'Kj ^-^^ 

and 

C2) h^^^ (S ̂  h^ 
^ (S + KgS t Kg) 

The transfer impedance for the circuit of Figure 3-21 is 
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(2) ^^-^a ^̂ ^ 
1̂2 772" i n • 3-50 

which has the same form as Equation 3.49. Equating coefficients in 

Equations 3.49 and 3.50 yields the circuit elements for Z ^̂  given 

in Table 3-4. 

Zĵ 2 can be expanded in the first Foster form as seen by Equa

tion 3.51 

(1) (1) ^1 ^̂ 2 " \^ 

h2 "h *—sTi<;;^ ' -̂̂ ^ 

which yields the circuit of Figure 3-22 with circuit values given 

in Table 3-5. 

Now that the low-pass filter has been synthesized, the total 

circuit can be synthesized and is shown in Figure 3-23. This cir

cuit represents the absolutely stable digital phase-locked loop. 

The methods described is this chapter along with the previous 

three examples are limited to systems or circuits containing only 

one nonlinearity. Since Popov's Theorem has been extended to mul

tiple nonlinearities by Jury and Lee, the synthesis methods described 

in previous paragraphs are applicable to systems with multiple non-
17 

linearities. The extended theorem is based on a matrix inequality 

similar to the scalar inequality in Equation 3.8. Using an appro

priate vector distance function, the parameters of the system can be 

adjusted accordingly so as to insure the absolute stability of the 

system. The approach discussed within this chapter was certered 
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about a theorem by Popov. Since Popov's work many theorems have ap

peared which are based on the frequency requirements of the linear 

portion of the svstem. One such theorem yields the circle criteri-

5 8 
on. ' This is just one of many such methods with which the tech-

j . . . . ., • u ... V •, . J *+. 11. 12, 16, 24, 28, 32, 34 niques described in this chapter can be applied. » » » » » » » 

The Popov Theorem yields absolute stability for the circuit or 

system to be synthesized. In all cases absolute stability may not 

be the most practical requirement to place on a system. Instead 

stability and/or finite time stability may be a more realistic spec

ification. These types of specifications are considered in the fol

lowing chapter. 
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Figure 3-1: Typical System Nonlinear Characteristic. 
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Figure 3-2: First Canonic Form of Lur'e in Normalized Form. 
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Figure 3-3: System or Circuit Block Diagram. 
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Figure 3-4: Roll Rate Stabilization LOOP, 
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•M I cs + Ksj) Cs + K̂ ..) 
C4 

^(a. 

Figure 3-5: Simplified System, 

* 
• > -

Figure 3-6: Popov Plot for Partially S5mthesized System of Example 1, 
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-•x 

Figure 3-7: Popov Plot for Synthesized System of Example 1. 
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Figure 3-8: Synthesized Roll Rate Stabilization Loop, 
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x ( t )=C 

I MDta 
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Figure 3-9: Simplified Attitude Control System 
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s + as + b 

4/9 a + sin 2a 

Figure 3-10: Altered Block Diagram of Attitude Control System, 
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Figure 3-11: First Popov Plot for Attitude Control System, 
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Figure 3-12: Final Popov Plot for Attitude Control System, 
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/( ) dt 
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/( ) dt 

sin [2( )] 

• ^ ^ 

Figure 3-13: Completely Synthesized Attitude Control System, 
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Figure 3-14: Phase-Locked Loop Block Diagram. 
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Figure 3-15: Phase-Locked Loop, Simplified Block Diagram, 
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Figure 3-16: Linear and Nonlinear Portion of Phase-Locked Loop. 
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Figure 3-17: Gain-Frequency Curve for Proposed Filte: 
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Figure 3-19: Popov Plot for Portially Synthesized System of Example 3, 

-I r x 

Figure 3-20: Popov Plot for Synthesized System of Example 3. 
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Figure 3-21: C i rcu i t for Z 2^2). 
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Figure 3-22: Circuit for Z (1). 
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Figure 3-23: Synthesized Circuit for Digital Phase-Locked Loop, 
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Table 3-1: Parameter Variation for Roll Rate Stabilization Loop. 

Adc - -.182 

Parameter 

K 

K 

K 

K 

K 

Original Delta 

.07 

1^1 c 3 

25,0 

-.017 

•3 '17 

8,0 

10.0 

" 1 -
I 

•2.43 

2,31 74 

llev: 

.053 

10,83 

33,0 

7.57 

i 3.05 

1.0 243 .757 

Table 3-2: Parameter Variation for Attitude Control System. 

Adc = -o59 

Parameter Original Delta New 

loO 0.0 1.0 

1.0 4.0 5.0 
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Table 3-3: Parameter Variation for Phase-Locked Loop 

Parameter 

% 

N 

• ^ 1 

h 

S 

\ 

h 

h 

Adc = -

Original 

1.5 

1000 0 

SoOxlO^ 

loOxlO*̂  

4.0x10^ 

4 
3 0 0x10 

1,0x10^ 

4,0x10^ 

,0289 

Delta 

«1,114 

2890. 

5 
-3o715xl0 

1057x10*^ 

9M 

-

» 

-

New 

•^ o p. 

3890, 

1.285x10^ 

2,57x10*̂  

4.0x10^ 

3.0x10^ 

loOxlO^ 

4,0x10^ 

Table 3-4: Circuit Element Values for Z 
(2) 

12 

Element 

" i 

^̂ 2 

L 

C 

Value 

lOOfi 

lOOfi 

5.mh 

r05uf 
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Table 3-5: Circuit Element Values for Z 
(1) 

12 

Element 

• ^ 1 

•^2 

c 

Value 

10 OĴ  

8.47 kfi 

3,940 yyf 



CHAPTER IV 

TIME DOMAIN SYNTHESIS OF NONLINEAR CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS 

In time domain synthesis one is interested in obtaining a cir

cuit or system which is specified by a finite set of input and output 

time functions. For two port linear systems or circuits, one forcing 

function and one response function completely specifies the system 

or circuit. Then by using Fourier or Laplace transform methods, 

the transfer function can be obtained, and the circuit or system 

synthesized, ' If the input and output time functions do not 

yield compatible linear systems, then a time-varying or nonlinear sy

stem is required to complete the synthesis procedure. 

The techniques for linear time domain synthesis, however, are 

not directly applicable to time domain synthesis problem for non

linear systems. Part of the problem in the transition from nonlinear 

systems arises from the difficulty in separating the linear and non

linear part of the circuit or system in the time domain. Also Laplace 

or Fourier techniques are only applicable to nonlinear systems by 

using a convolution and a finite series approximations for the non-

•̂  2, 37 
linearity. 

This chapter describes a method of time domain synthesis for 

nonlinear circuits or systems which involves a nonlinear differential 

equation representation of the circuit or system within a specified 

error for a given set of inputs and outputs. The class of inputs 

and outputs being considered are bounded on the interval ro,T] and 

the differential equation description of the system is valid only 

49 
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for this interval. This, then, implies that the systems or circuits 

to be synthesized are finite-time stable for the bounded class of in

put functions. Since each output in the class of outputs is bounded, 

the solutions are individually stable for the corr<»sponding bounded 

inputs. The synthesized circuits or systems satisfy existence condi

tions for the given class of inputs and outputs and probably for a 

larger class of inputs and outputs. Also, if a larger class of inputs 

and outputs does exist, it can be determined by using the Lipschitz 

37 
conditions. Uniqueness of the solutions is not always satisfied 

because the nonlinearity may have a double valued characteristic such 

as hysteresis. 

The systems and circuits will be synthesized in a form similar 

to the First Canonic Form of Lur'e, which may be described by the 

following set of equations. 

•̂  = ?• x" + B"6 + Cf(t) '̂ .l a) 

6 = 6Ca) ^-1 b) 

a = F • x" . 4.1 c) 

The tensors A", B", and c" are constant and real, and D contains real 

constants and a derivative operator. The vector x is the intermediate 

state of the system, fCt) is the input, and a is the output. The non-

linearity, 3Ca), is real and defined for all real values of the argu

ment a, It will also be assumed that the vectors B and C have non

zero components only in the n-th direction. This implies that the 

input functions and the nonlinearity directly effect only the deri

vative of the n-th state. The value of the n-th element of B, B^, is 

set arbitrarily to a value of one since any scale factor can be in-
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corporated in the nonlinearity 6. Using this form the following 

synthesis procedure may be developed. 

Procedure 

Consider a system that is describable bv a nonlinear differen

tial equation of the form given in Equation 4.1. In general the 

only information about the desired circuit or system will be a given 

set of input and output time functions. Thus, the nonlinear synthe

sis problem reduces to one of binding a mathematical description of 

the desired outputs for the given inputs and then developing hard

ware which has this mathematical description. Equation 4.1 can be 

rewritten as 

E X + BCa) = C fCt) 4.2 a) 

X n 

n ^i 

°x =.̂  ̂ i 7 7 , '̂-̂  b) 
1-0 dt 

where the a.'s are real constants with a equal to one. The output 
1 n 

o is describable by the function 

a = D' X, ^.3 a) 
X 

where 

D' = J: d. i-, , 4.3 b) 
'̂  i=o ^ dt^ 

and the d.'s real and constant. 

If Equation 4.2a is rewritten in the form 

3(o) = C f(t) - E x , 4.4 
n X ' 

it is observed that if x and all of its derivatives, f(t), C , and ̂ 11 
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the a^'s, were known, then the nonlinearity B(o(t)) as a function of 

time could be found exactly. Then for the desired output a, P(a) as 

a function of a could be found. This, however, is not the case due 

to the fact that some of the parameters are unknown. If CT is a func

tion of the highest order derivative, then Equation 4.3a may be sol

ved for X and all its higher derivatives by using a as a forcing 

function in the differential equation. This is possible since CT was 

assumed to be the required output of the circuit or system to be syn

thesized. It should be noted that, if a is not a function of the 

highest order derivatives and instead has the k-th derivative of x 

as the highest order derivative upon which it is dependent, another 

method of approach must be used. That is, differentiation is required 

to obtain the (k + 1) through n-th derivatives of x. In either case 

X and its derivatives are correct only if the d.'s are correct. 
1 

Therefore, the problem is reduced to one of determining the a.'s and 

d.'s. 
1 

If the a.'s, d.'s, and C were known exactly, then PCCT) as a 
1 1 n 

function of CT would be the same for all the inputs and corresponding 

outputs in the given tet. If this is not the case, pCo) will be 

different for each input and corresponding output. This property 

of BCCT) leads to a method of nonlinear synthesis; in which the cir

cuit or system parameters are adjusted in such a manner that the 

nonlinearitv 6(CT) remains invariant for a prescribed set of inputs 

and outputs. 

In practice it is not always possible to determine the nonlin-
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earity exactly, so the invariant property of the nonlinearity must 

be modified somewhat. This can be accomplished hv choosing a suit

able error criterion for P(CT). The various system coefficients are 

adjusted to yield a specified minimum error in the nonlinearity 

obtained from several inputs. This specified error is determined 

by the required accuracy of the synthesis procedure. 

The minimum error is obtained by using a o-varying sensitivity 

function or coefficient in cor junction with an absolute value error 

criterion. The absolute value of the error function, E(CT), evalu

ated at a particular c, say a , is obtained by use of the following 

definition of the error function; 

E, ^CT.) = IE^CT.)! = |B C O . ) . JB . ( o , ) \ , 4.5 
A i ' 1 ' ' max i ' m m i ' 

where S Co.) is the maximum value for B(o) at o. for a given set 
max 1 1 

of inputs and outputs and B . (o.) is the minimum value. The CT-varv-
^ min 1 

inji sensitivity function is obtained as follows: Consider the para

meter P (1), it and all the other parameters are given initial values 

k 

and E (CT) is obtained. P (1) is changed a small amount to Pj^(2). 

Then a new error E (o) is calculated corresponding to Pj^(2). It is 
^2 

known that sensitivity may be defined as the ratic of the change in 

a function due to a parameter change,AF, to the parameter change, 

Ap. Thus, a CT-varying sensitivity coefficient, Sp (CT), may be de-

fined as 

Sp CCT) = [E^ (a) - E^ .CT>]/CP,̂ (2) - Pĵ (l)] . 4.6 

The CT-varying sensitivity coefficient indicates which parameter 

should be changed and in what direction it should be changed in order 
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that the error in B(CT) will be reduced. This leads to a step-wise 

procedure to reduce the error by parameter adjustment and thus to 

synthesize the circuit or system. This procedure is outlined below: 

1. A class of inputs, f(t), and desired outputs,B(CT), under 

which a system or circuit is to be synthesized with a 

specified error are given. 

2. X and all its derivatives for the system or circuit to be 

synthesized are determined by either* 

a) choosing arbitrary constants for all the d.'s in 
1 

Equation 4,3a and solving it, or 

b) choosing arbitrary constants for all the d.'s through 

d̂  and solving Equation 4.3a for x and its derivatives up 

through k and determining the k-th through n-th derivatives 

by differentiation, 

3. Choose initial values for the constants in Equation 4.4. 

4. Determine BCCT) from Equation 4.4 for all the f(t) and a(t ) 

in the given class of inputs and desired outputs. 

5. Determine E (CT) by using Equation 4.5. 

6. Alter each parameter in turn, always returning the previous 

parameter to its original value and repeat step 5 for each 

parameter. 

7. A o-varying sensitivity coefficient for each parameter of 

interest is determined in steps 5 and 6 by an application 

î It is usually more advantageous to start the procedure assuming 
that o is a function of x and all its derivatives. Then if in the 
adaption process some of the coefficients tend toward zero, it would 
be necessary to determine some of the states bv differentiation. 
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of Equation 4.6. This allows a determination o^ the para

meter which causes the largest error in that portion of the 

6(CT) curve, 

8. Adjust the parameters according to the sensitivity infor

mation in step 7 until the desired minimum error is ob

tained. 

9. Use conventional linear synthesis techniques to complete 

the synthesis procedure. 

To better illustrate the entire synthesis method and the above 

procedure, several examples are given in the following paragraphs. 

Example 4-1: 

As a simple example to illustrate the method, a svstem described 

by 

y + .75y + y^ = f(t) , 4.7 

was simulated on an analog computer to provide the necessary data 

for the synthesis procedures. 

The system to be synthesized was assumed to be of the form 

y + a^y + B(CT ) = C2f(t) . 4.8 

In this case 

a = d.y t d^y , 4.9 

and 

B(CT) = C2f(t) - ̂  - ay . 4.10 

All constants were initally set arbitrarily to a value of 0.5. The 

methods described in previous paragraphs were applied to the class 

of inputs and outputs illustrated in Figure 4-1 through 4-4. The 
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initial B'o) versus o curve obtained from Equation 4.4 is shown in 

Figure 4-5. Changing the parameters as described previously, the 

various sensitivity coefficients, S^ , S , S. , S^ . were deter-
% ""2 "̂1 ^o 

mined and are shown in Figures 4-6 through 4-9. It is seen from 

these figures that the parameters contained in CT have no effect 

on the error when CT is large, and that a and C^ caused an increase 
O 2 

in error. Changing the required parameters, a nonlinearity was 

obtained. The resulting synthesized system is of the form 

y + .73y + ^(a) = f(t) , 4.11 

with B(CT) shown in Figure 4-10, The actual nonlinearity, shown in 

Figure 4-11, exhibits a behavior which is not fifth order about the 

origin but which agrees with that obtained by the described synthe

sis method. This behavior is probably due to inaccuracy in the mul

tipliers. Comparison of actual system outputs and synthesized system, 

outputs showed agreement within the accuracy of the analog computer. 

In this example it is noted that the assumed form of the coefficients 

and the function B(CT) converged and converged fairly rapidly to the 

required nonlinear system. Is it possible then for the method to 

converge to a linear system? This question is answered in the se

cond example. 

Example 4-2: 

Consider the linear system described by Equation 4.12 

X + .9x -f 1.2x = .5fCt) 4.12 a) 

a = X + .5x + 1.9x . 4.12 b) 

The class of input and output functions shown in Figures 4-12 through 
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4-14 i-.-re obtained by simulating Equation 4.12 on an analog computer. 

It was assumed that the system to be synthesized was of the form, 

X + â x + â x + 3(a) = C^fCt) 4.13 a) 

o = d *x + d X + d,̂ x . 4.i3 b) 

Thus, 

P/a) = ':'.^f(-'c) - ':' - ax - a x , u. m 

is the equation which describes the nonlinearity. In order to ob

tain the initial B'o) shown in Figure 4-15, all constants were set 

equal to 1.0. By changing the parameters as described previously, 

the various sensitivity coefficients were determined. The result

ing curves are shown in Figures 4-16 through 4-21. Convergence to 

a linear B(cr) was obtained as the parameters were varied. The syn

thesized system was found to be of the .form 

X + .S2x + 1.34X t Bo ) ~ .4fCt) 4.15 a) 

a = X + .5x + 1.9x , 4.-S h) 

with 3(a) = -.25 as shown in Figure 4-22, Using this value for 

B(o), Equation 4.15 can be rewritten as, 

X + .9x + 1.2x s .5f(t) 4..16 a) 

CT - X + .5x + 1.9x . 4.16 b) 

Equations 4,16 a) and 4.16 b) are the equations describing the 

original system. 

The previous two examples were based on inputs and outputs 

knowing that systems existed which yielded the desired outputs for 

the corresponding inputs. This is not generally true for realistic 

synthesis problems, as can be seen in Example 4-3, 
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Example 4-3: 

Consider a channel with distortion. The class of input time 

functions for the channel is shown in Figures 4-23 through 4-26, and 

the class of outputs corresponding to these inputs is shown in Fig

ures 4-27 through 4-30, 

The channel to be synthesized was assumed to be of the form 

X + a^x + a^x + B<a) = C f(t) 4.17 a) 

o = d X + djX t d X 4,17 b) 

Initially all parameters were set to .5, and the synthesis proce

dure was applied. It was found that if the coefficient multiplying 

f(t) was initially chosen much smaller than the other parameters 

then during convergence it tended toward zero and yielded the null 

solution for the synthesis procedure. This is not a desirable char

acteristic. Therefore, C. was set equal to 1.0 and the other 

coefficients varied. The various sensitivity coefficients were de

termined and are shown in Figures 4-31 through 4-35 along with the 

original B(a) shown in Figure 4-36. The parameters were varied as 

indicated and convergence to a nonlinearity was obtained. The re

sulting equation for this example was 

X + .7x + .32x + BCCT) = f(t) 4.18 a) 

a(t) = l.lx + .li + X , 4.18 b) 

with the nonlinearity B' a) being that shown in Figure 4-37. 

From Figures 4-25 and 4-29, it is seen that higher frequency 

signals were reduced in amplitude indicating a low pass characteris

tic for the channel. This is supported by the fact that Equation 
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4,18 yields the following linear tranfer function in s, 

T(o\ - l»lS t .Is + 1 
TCs) - —^ . 1+.19 

s + .7s + .32 

T(s) is a low pass filter. Also from Figures 4-24 and 4-28, it is 

obvious that negative signals seemed to be attenuated while positive 

signals remained unchanged. This is supported by the form of the 

resultant nonlinearitv shovrn in Figure 4-37. Thus using the synthe

sis techniques, the svstem character'sties for the channel were ob

tained. 

Thp last example -"-̂alr̂  vr'.th t^e nonlinear filter problems; and 

ir; so rioinn reveals the facT: that as long as the initial form for 

the synthesized system or circuit is of higher order than necessary, 

convergence still occurs. It is noted that this property also occurs 

for linear synthesis techniques. 

Example 4-4: 

In this example we consider the converse of the problem consid

ered in Example 4-3. The input and output time functions for a chan

nel are specified; but instead of determining the channel character

istics, it is desired to synthesize a filter which reproduces the 

input signal to the channel. The input signals to the channel are 

shown in Figures 4-38 through 4-40, and the outputs of the channel 

corresponding to these inputs are shown in Figures 4-41 through 4-43. 

The initial form for the filter was chosen as 

X t a^x + B(CT) = C2f(t) 4.20 a) 

a - d X + d X , 4.20 b) 
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with initial values for d^ = 1, C^ = 1, and with d^ = .9 and a = .5. 

Also it was assumed that C^ would not vary, but that d , d , and a 

could be changed. The initial B(a) for the filter is shown in Fig

ure 4-44 and the sensitivity coefficients for d , d , and a are 

shown in Figures 4-45 through 4-47. Adjusting the coefficients so 

as to minimize the error resulted in the system described bv 

X + .72x + 8(CT) = f(t) 4.21 a) 

0 = X + .72x , 4.21 b) 

with a Bio) shown in Figure 4-48. 

Next a form of the system was assumed to be 

X + BCCT) = C^fCt) U.22 a) 

CT = d^ X 4.22 b) 

with an initial value of one for d . It can be seen from Figure 

4-49 that the BCa) was almost invariant for this class of inputs 

and was almost identical to the B(CT) obtained for the first order 

system. Solving for the linear part of Equation 4.21 yields a lin

ear transfer function, T(s) = 1; TCs) in this case, is identical to 

that of Equation 4.22. Thus the first order form reduces the form 

in Equation 4,22. The block diagram for the filter is shown in 

Figure 4-50. The responses of the synthesized filter are shown in 

Figures 4-51 through 4-53 for the channel outputs shown in Figures 

4-41 through 4-43. The results using these techniques are excellent. 

In the second example the synthesis procedure could have been 

completed using either conventional passive or active circuit syn

thesis techniques. These techniques apply also for the linear 
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parts of Examples 1, 3, and 4, but to obtain the nonlinear part other 

techniques are necessary. Many nonlinear circuit elements can be 

obtained using the methods described in a paper entitled "Synthesis 

of New Nonlinear Network Elements" by L. 0. Chua, while the nonlin

earity for the system case can be physically realized from standard 

g 
electrical or mechanical elements. 

It appears that the accuracy of the method is limited largely 

by the accuracy of the computational devices used to realize the 

system. Therefore, if digital computer techniques are used, greater 

accuracies will result. 
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5̂v/cm 
input 

output 

-^ t 
10 sec/cm 

Figure 4-1: Example 1 with fCt) = .5t. 

2,5v/cm 

input 

output 

2.5 sec/cm 

Figure 4-2: Example 1 with fCt) = .05t' 



2.5v/cm 

2.5v/cm 
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y input 

^ t 
1 sec/cm 

Figure 4-3: Example 1 with fCt) = .005t . 

1 SP'::/cm 

Figure 4-4: Example 1 with fCt) = .^005t 
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.39v/cm 

Figure 4-5: Initial B(a)'s for Example 1. 

.39v/cm 

Figure 4-6: Sensitivity for a^ in Example 1. 
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A ^ 

.039v/cm 

.39v/cm 

Figure 4-7: Sensitivity for C in Example 1. 

Figure 4-8: Sensitivity for d in Example 1 
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o 

.122v/cm 

.39v/cm 

Figure 4-9: Sensitivity for d in Example 1. 

lB(a) 

.39v/cm 

^-'~—' " \0: Final B(CT)'S for Example 1. 
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B(a) 

CT 

39v/cm 

Figure 4-11: Actual B(a) for Example 1, 

1 input 
*5v/cm output 

10 sec/cm 

Figure 4-12: Example 2 with f(t) = .5t, 
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i2,5v/cm 
input 

output 

-^ t 

2,5 sec/cm 

M2,5v/cm 

Figure 4-13: Example 2 with f(t) = ,05t . 

input 

output 

2,5 sec/cm 

.oat Figure 4-14: Example 2 with f(t) = (e' -1). 
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&ia) 

Figure 4-15: Initial B(a)'s for Example 2 

i\ a 
1 

.67v/cm 

V / ' 

\ / \ , 

•CT 

Iv/cm 

Figure 4-16: Sensitivity" for a^ in Example 2. 
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^ 

V. 

->- a 

Iv/cm 

Figure 4-17: Sensitivity for a^ in Example 2, 

Figure 4-18: Sensitivity for C in Example 2. 
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Figure 4-19: Sensitivity for d̂^ in Example 2. 

Iv/cm 

Figure 4-20: Sensitivity for d^ in Example 2 
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i'd 
3 

.25v/cm 

"V - ^ CT 

Iv/cm 

Figure 4-21: Sensitivity for d^ in Example 2. 

B(CT) 

5v/cm 

Figure 4-22: Final B(CT)'S in Example 2. 



5v/cm 

73 

- t 

5 sec/cm 

Figure 4-23: Example 3 input with fĵ (t) = A sin(.lt) sin(t). 

2 
5v/cm 

Figure 4-24: Example 3 input with f2(t) = A sin(.lt). 



fjCt) 

5v/cm 

74 

-»- t 

5 sec/cm 

Figure 4-25: r^—mle 3 input with f3(t) = A sin(t). 

Figure 4-26: Example 3 input with f^(t) = A [sin (.It) + sin(t)]. 
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"1 

Iv/cm 

i::^ 

5 sec/cm 

Figure 4-27: Example 3 output o , 

5 sec/cm 

Figure 4-28: Example 3 output CT^. 



•"3 

Iv/cm 

76 

-t 

5 sec/cm 

Figure 4-29: Example 3 output o^ 

MCT 
4 

Iv/cm / 

• ^ 

5 sec/c;T. 

Figure 4-30: Example 3 output CT^, 
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S 
A a. 

2,67v/cm 

Iv/cra 

Figure 4-31: Sensit.ivlty for a in Example 3. 

Iv/cm 

Figure 4-32: Sensitivity for a in Example 3, 
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-^» CJ 

Iv/cm 

Figure 4-33: Sensitivity for d^ in Example 3 

• 0 

Iv/cm 

Figure 4-34: Sensitivity for d^ in Example 3. 
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• CT 

Iv/cm 

Figure 4-35: Sensitivity for d in Example 3. 

&ic) 

Figure 4-36: Initial B(CT)'S for Example 3, 
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25mv/cm 

• CT 

.5v/cm 

Figure 4-37: Final B(o)'s for Example 3. 

1 sec/cm 

Figure 4-38: Example 4 input with f^(t) = A sin t. 



* ' 2 

2,5v/cm 

81 

2,5 sec/cm 

Figure 4-39: Example 4 input with f2(t) = A t. 

•- t 

2.5 sec/cm 

.08t 
Figure 4-40: Example 4 input with f3(t) = A(e' -1). 
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1 sec/cm 

Figure 4-41: Example 4 output CT^, 

2,5 sec/cm 

Figure 4-42: Example 4 output a^. 



A 0. 

2,5v/cm 

Figure 4-43: Example 4 output a . 
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2.5 sec/cm 

|6Co) 

2,5v/cm 

2.5v/cm 

Figure 4-44: Initial B(a)'s for Example 4, 
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2,5v/cm 

Figure 4-45: Sensitivity for d^ in Example 4, 

,67v/cm 

-^^0 

2.5v/cm 

Figure 4-46: Sensitivity for d^ in Example 4. 
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2,5v/cm 

Figure 4-47: Sensitivity for a^ in Example 4, 

2.5v/cm 

2.5v/cm 

Figure 4-48: Final B^(o)»s for Example 4. 
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Figure 4-49: Final B«(o)'s for Example 4, 

lil} ^ ^CT(t) 

Figure 4-50: Block Diagram of Synthesized Filter Example 4, 
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-t 

1 sec/cm 

Figure 4-51: Synthesized filter response f̂  for Example 4. 

2.5 sec/cm 

Figure 4-52: Synthesized filter response f for Example 4. 



I f 

2,5v/cm 

88 

2,5 sec/can 

Figure 4-53: Synthesized filter response f for Lvr nple 4. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

The individual with an introductory background in linear syn

thesis methods and a basic understanding of nonlinear stability 

techniques may accomplish the transition to nonlinear synthesis us

ing the methods discussed in this dissertation with little difficulty. 

This may be seen by observing that after the linear portion of the 

nonlinear circuit or system has been determined in equation form, 

the synthesis methods are identical to the conventional linear 

techniques of network synthesis. 

The methods described in the previous chapters have several ad

vantages other than the fact that linearization is not required in 

determining the desired system or circuit. First, the absolute 

stability method is easily implemented by hand for simple circuits 

and systems; second, the extension of both methods to the digital 

computer should present very few difficulties; and third, the form 

of the completely synthesized circuit or system should be easily 

implemented with existing state-of-the-art hardware. 

One limitation in both of the methods describee in the previous 

chapters is the restriction of the form of the finalized system or 

circuit. The extension of both methods to multiple nonlinearities 

which are separable should not alter the procedure but would increase 

the number of parameters which must be investigated. Another diffi

culty which primarily effects only the absolute stability synthesis 

method is that systems or circuits with memory cannot be considered. 

89 
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This limitation may be removed in the future as new stability 

techniques are developed. 

Several of the areas previously discussed in this dissertation 

have definite possibilities for future study. A few of these areas 

are listed below: 

A. Synthesis of Absolutely Stable Nonlinear Circuits or Systems 

1) The development of new distance functions 

2) The relationship of the distance function to the re

lative stability and response of the circuit or system 

3) The development of an optimization scheme based on the 

distance function 

B, Time-Domain Synthesis of Finite-Time Stable Nonlinear Cir

cuits or Systems 

1) Other possible adaptive schemes 

2) The relationship of the error B(CT) to the error in the 

desired responses 

3) Development of methods for determining optimum initial 

circuit or system forms 

The methods presented in this dissertation are not the ultimate 

in nonlinear synthesis methods, but are rather versatile and do lead 

to very satisfactory results. 
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